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VTA Daily News Coverage for Friday, Nov. 30 and Monday, Dec. 3, 

2018  

1. VTA Derailment (Nov. 30) 

2. Sticker Shock (San Francisco Chronicle) 

3. Hard to cut down on auto emissions when commuters travel longer distances (San 

Francisco Chronicle) 

4. What Google’s San Jose project means for downtown (San Jose Mercury News) 

 

VTA Derailment (Nov. 30)  

KPIX (CBS) 

KGO (ABC) 

 

Sticker Shock (San Francisco Chronicle) 

Drivers of plug-in vehicles who freely coast through California’s carpool lanes may get a shock in 

January, when regulators roll out new rules — and new stickers for cars that qualify. 

The change is part of a years-long strategy to clear out traffic in the lanes, so that they move 

faster for traditional carpools, mass transit and eligible clean-air vehicles. And it’s the latest 

complication in a system that’s burdened by competing goals — from encouraging more people 

to buy efficient cars, to extending the freebie to lower-income drivers, to creating a resale 

market for used plug-ins. 

Confused, yet? Below, we answer questions you may have about the clean-air sticker program. 

(To read the answers, please click on the article link above, “Sticker Shock”).  

1 Why is California changing its carpool-lane sticker program again? 

2 How are the Bay Area’s carpool lanes working out? How much faster are they? 

3 What is the difference between a carpool lane and an express lane? 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTYxMDYzMyZNRElEPTEwODA1NTk0Jk1EU2VlZD05MzgyJlR5cGU9TWVkaWE%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTYxMDYzMyZNRElEPTEwODA1NTg5Jk1EU2VlZD0xNDk1JlR5cGU9TWVkaWE%3D
https://projects.sfchronicle.com/2018/california-carpool-lane-stickers/


4 How do I get a red sticker? 

5 Which cars qualify for a red sticker? 

6 Do I have to buy a new car to receive a red sticker? 

7 I heard the state imposed new income restrictions. 

8 So Tesla owners are buying new Teslas? 

9 What if I currently have a white or green sticker on my vehicle? 

10 Do vehicles now being sold at dealerships come with red stickers? 

11 Can I buy a used vehicle that had an expired or expiring sticker and get red stickers on it? 

12 Can a vehicle with a red sticker be transferred between owners? 

13 How much do new stickers cost? 

14 Why not allow only actual carpoolers in the carpool lane? 

15 Why doesn’t the state ticket more cheaters to free space in the lanes? 

16 What percentage of cars in the carpool lane are actually carpoolers? 

17 Without a sticker, how many passengers do I need in my car to use the carpool lanes? 

18 How did this all get started? 

Back to top 

 

Hard to cut down on auto emissions when commuters travel longer distances 
(San Francisco Chronicle) 

California has laid out a series of ambitious goals to cut down on car exhaust, but according to a 

new state report, auto carbon emissions — and the miles cars are being driven here — have 

been increasing steadily. 

The reasons for the upsurge in pollution appear to be threefold: more people, more cars and — 

thanks to the housing crisis — more miles being driven by commuters between home and work 

and elsewhere. 

“We were expecting single-occupancy car use to decline, but actually it’s going up,” said Nicole 

Dolney, co-author of a recently released California Air Resources Board report. 

There was a drop in single car use starting in 2005 and continuing through the 2008 recession. 

But as the economy rebounded in 2012, so did the the overall amount of driving. 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/matier-ross/article/Hard-to-cut-down-on-auto-emissions-when-commuters-13437200.php


And while cars have become more fuel efficient, Dolney said, “the increases in fuel efficiency 

are being outpaced by the amount of driving.” 

One big contributor is longer commutes. 

“The supply of housing in many regions is a small fraction of the need, particularly homes 

affordable to low-income communities,” the report said. “And when people cannot afford to 

live near their jobs or a transit stop, they have to drive farther every single day.” 

And while billions of dollars have been invested in mass transit, Californians still love their cars. 

Between 2005 and 2016, the state saw a 3.2 million increase in the number of cars on the 

roads. 

“The portion of commuters driving alone to work instead of carpooling, taking transit, walking 

or cycling is rising in almost every region,” the report states. 

One exception is the Bay Area, where use of mass transit has grown by 5 percent since 2005. 

But on average, even in the Bay Area, people who commute by bus or train have longer 

commutes than those who drive. 

Put it all together and the state has seen a 12 percent increase in the vehicle miles traveled per 

capita from 2005 to 2016. And while per capita greenhouse gas emissions are down 2 percent, 

in total they are up 7 percent. 

California is still expected to hit its 2020 climate target ahead of schedule, but largely because 

of the growing use of green energy by the state’s big utilities — not because we’re getting out 

of our cars. 

Back to top 

 

What Google’s San Jose project means for downtown (San Jose Mercury News) 

Three Perspectives  

For years, much of the area around Diridon Station has been a neglected jumble of grimy auto 

body shops, vacant lots overgrown with weeds and shabby warehouses. 

Google — whose plans face a critical City Council vote Tuesday — is expected to transform 

some 50 acres into a mix of offices, shops and restaurants connected by pathways that wind 

through parks and plazas filled with public art. Steps away, Diridon is set to undergo its own 

renovation and become the only place in the Bay Area where BART, Caltrain, Amtrak and high-

speed rail converge. 

It’s a tall order. But if the tech giant succeeds, the project could transform a downtown that has 

struggled to rebound from sprawling development in the 1950s and 1960s, when city manager 

Dutch Hamann rapidly annexed land at the city’s fringes while neglecting its urban core. When 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/12/02/what-googles-san-jose-project-means-for-downtown/


it’s complete, the area could support more than 25,000 workers, a 65 percent increase in the 

number employed in the core of the city today. 

For longtime restaurateur and downtown business owner Steve Borkenhagen, Google’s foray 

into San Jose might finally spark the kind of urban rejuvenation he’s dreamed of for decades. 

For Kathy Sutherland, a nearly 40-year resident of the Delmas Park neighborhood in the 

shadow of the proposed development, the project brings both the long-sought possibility of a 

vibrant neighborhood and the fear of displacement. And for the urban studies theorist Richard 

Florida, the project is less personal but no less important — a chance for a major American city 

to finally get redevelopment right, to provide an antidote to the debacle of the Amazon HQ2 

rollout. 

It will be years before any such dreams or fears are fully realized, but the sale of more than 

$100 million dollars of city land — expected to be finalized at the Tuesday council meeting — 

sets the stage for planning and development to begin in earnest after months of closed-door 

talks and speculation about the biggest thing to happen in San Jose in generations. 

When Borkenhagen opened his restaurant Eulipia in the 1970s on S. 1st Street, “there were 

about seven people downtown,” the 66-year-old said. 

San Jose as a whole has long had far more residents than jobs — an imbalance that has snarled 

freeways, left the city the most cash-strapped in the South Bay and generated scant revenue for 

things such as repaving roads and bridges. But relatively few people have made their homes in 

the urban core. 

As a San Jose State student interested in art and film, Borkenhagen had to slog up to Oakland or 

San Francisco for a culture fix. Borkenhagen hopes that Google will inject a dose of not only 

residents but young professionals with money to spend on restaurants and nightlife and culture 

so that more theaters and galleries can flourish. 

“I’ve been sort of waiting for this my whole life,” he said. “We’ve simply never had anything like 

this.” 

Even as it tried to pour life into downtown in the 1980s and ’90s, the city botched planning on 

many of its plazas and parks — in some cases creating largely unused wastelands rather than 

pedestrian-friendly gathering places, said Borkenhagen, who gave up his car several years ago 

for walking, FordGo Bikes and the occasional Uber. Now he is leading a campaign to erect a 

modern replacement to the light tower that graced the intersection of Market and Santa Clara 

streets at the turn of the 20th century near the site of the Google development. 

“It’s going to be a bustling downtown,” Borkenhagen said. “If you’re an urban planner, you’ve 

got to be licking your chops.” 

--- 



The neighborhood several blocks southeast of Diridon Station was “rough” when she bought 

her home in 1980, Kathy Sutherland said. 

The weekend her family moved in, a prostitute was shot down the street. A nearby bar sold 

stolen liquor to a homeless clientele. Noxious fumes from car repair shops wafted through open 

windows on warm nights. But the house was affordable and Sutherland, now 60, liked the 

architecture. Her kids could walk to the now-shuttered Lou’s Donut Shop without crossing the 

street, and the backyard was so large that her daughter later married there in front of 130 

guests. 

Sutherland wants to see Google move in nearby and hopes that, this time, promises won’t go 

unfulfilled. 

“We know that our neighborhood needs to change,” she said. “We have been waiting for 

development and we have so many developments that have gone through the approval 

process, but nobody’s put a shovel in the ground.” 

That’s what makes Google’s determination to create a master plan for the area so enticing to 

city leaders: the risk of stalling is much more limited than if a variety of smaller companies 

bought up the neighborhood and built piecemeal. 

“We’ve lived through bad planning,” said Sutherland, a one-time council hopeful and an active 

member of her neighborhood association who sat on the Station Area Advisory Group that met 

monthly for most of 2018 to discuss the future of the neighborhood. “It’s time for our 

neighborhood to get to the next phase.” 

But Sutherland wants local residents to have a say in how that next phase looks. A homeowner 

whose children also are fortunate enough to own homes in the area, she stands to build 

significantly more equity with Google — and thousands of well-paid employees — nearby. But 

she is concerned about how nearby renters will fare and the possibility some families will be 

forced out. 

“I don’t think anybody is going to be able to ignore that,” she said. “It’s going to have to be 

addressed.” 

Mayor Sam Liccardo and several of his council colleagues have pushed for 25 percent of the 

housing developed in the area to be affordable. But nothing is set yet, and Sutherland also has 

concerns about parking — only residents of the area are supposed to park on the streets — and 

the prospect of raised building height limits in the area obscuring views. 

“If we weren’t involved,” she said, “we’d get run over.” 

--- 

Rarely do cities have as much relatively empty urban space as San Jose has smack in the middle 

of downtown. 



Urban Studies theorist Richard Florida, the author of a widely discussed book on downtown 

renewal and urban creativity, thinks San Jose has a golden opportunity to show not only the 

region but the nation, how “tech companies and inclusive development can go together.” 

New York and Virginia are set to give Amazon millions of dollars in subsidies, tax rebates and 

fee waivers in exchange for the company’s HQ2 — an approach that Florida said shows 

government catering to the interests of a company rather than advocating what’s best for the 

community. San Jose hasn’t promised such incentives and is actively pushing Google to help 

offset the rise in housing costs its arrival could bring. 

“I think this could be a real test case,” Florida said, praising Liccardo’s political leadership and 

Google for showing “some good will” by coordinating with the city and listening to community 

input. 

Companies such as Google that depend on brand name can enhance their brand by developing 

inclusive, inviting areas, Florida said. 

But “you can’t figure this out all in advance,” he cautioned. “Maybe this is an ongoing 

experiment and there’s a give and a take.” 

Google village could bring 25,000 jobs to downtown San Jose 

Google can draw in more tech companies, Florida said, but planners could also deliberately 

create space for civic groups, too. For decades, he added, down-and-out cities allowed their 

anchor institutions — big hospitals and universities and companies — to do what they wanted 

without demanding much in return. Now that many cities are revitalizing, leaders have the 

ability to put some pressure on the Googles of the world. 

“San Jose,” Florida said, “has the opportunity to be one of the first cities to get it right.” 

Back to top 
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VTA Daily News Coverage for Wednesday, December 5, 2018 

1. Bay Area may allow buses to drive on freeway shoulders during heavy commute times 

(Mercury News) 

2. Safety systems running late as railroads, including Caltrain, request extensions 

(SFGate.com) 

3. California legislator revives bill to boost apartment complexes near transit (Mass 

Transit Magazine) 

4. California lawmaker tries again to gradually ban gas cars (SFGate.com) 

5. How Slow Lanes Can Speed Up New Mobility (And Save Lives) (Forbes.com) 

 

Bay Area may allow buses to drive on freeway shoulders during heavy commute 

times (Mercury News) 

Several agencies will seek statewide legislation to ease congestion 

In an almost desperate effort to grab up every possible inch of unused concrete to get the Bay 

Area’s terrible traffic moving again, agencies across the region are pushing to allow buses and 

possibly carpools to drive on the shoulder of freeways and bridges during the heaviest 

commute times. 

Next year, the California Transit Association along with the Valley Transportation Authority, the 

Contra Costa Transportation Authority and other planning groups will seek statewide legislation 

to bring this once unthinkable practice to everyday commutes. Highway 87 through San Jose, 

Interstate 680 in the East Bay, Highway 101 along the Peninsula, Highway 1 outside Santa Cruz, 

Interstate 280 in San Mateo County, and the Bay Bridge and Dumbarton Bridge are on the list of 

vital roads where this change could be implemented. 

“We think this is a good idea,” said Randy Iwasaki, executive director of the CCTA, who has 

followed similar projects in Minnesota, Virginia and on Interstate 805 in San Diego County. “We 

believe we can replicate that success on 680.” 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/12/05/bay-area-may-allow-buses-to-drive-on-freeway-shoulders/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/12/05/bay-area-may-allow-buses-to-drive-on-freeway-shoulders/


Last week, the VTA received a lengthy report on plans for the 10 miles of Highway 87 from 

Almaden Valley to north of Mineta San Jose International Airport, where speeds, even in 

carpool lanes, frequently drop below 40 miles per hour. There is no space to add a fourth lane 

in each direction and advanced metering lights can only do so much. 

“The use of shoulders can help to get more throughput where needed with less cost than 

adding new lanes,” VTA spokesperson Holly Perez said. “However, there are operational 

aspects of shoulder use that would need to be further explored in partnership with other 

agencies.” 

Shoulders are now off limits except for emergencies such as stalls, crashes and police stops. A 

driver in an adjacent lane could be intimidated by a 40-seat bus barreling down just inches 

away from where previously there was an empty stretch of road. 

The state Office of Traffic Safety says it supports any measures that make roadways safer and 

encourage safe driving practices. The CHP won’t take a firm stance until legislation is proposed 

and details ironed out. But a survey of 1,600 Highway 87 drivers found half agreeable to the 

idea. 

“Why doesn’t the greater Bay Area use more shoulders especially the left one for travel lanes to 

ease congestion?” asked Peter Schmidt of Walnut Creek. “The Los Angeles area appears to use 

the shoulders more for normal traffic, so why doesn’t San Francisco?  There are safety concerns 

but it has to be cheaper than widening the freeway in a region with some of the worst 

commuter traffic in the nation.” 

Not so fast, countered trucker Paul Carlson of Hayward. 

“A good idea? Nah. There are so many accidents. Such a plan would get in the way of fire trucks 

and ambulances and tow trucks, etc. Make them all the more late to the scene. 

“Buses are wide, while cars and trucks will edge to the left and right of their lanes, not to 

mention that many of those freeway shoulders are narrow. More so in construction areas.” 

Here is how a shoulder could be used on a 10½-foot area: Overhead electronic signs could have 

green arrows meaning it is open to traffic say from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m. or 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. When 

off limits, the arrows would be red. 

On I-680, a part-time transit lane between Bollinger Canyon Road and Ygnacio Valley Road 

would be considered on the outside shoulder during morning and afternoon peak hours in both 

directions. When traffic in other lanes “slows to 35 mph, public buses can use the part-time 

transit lane to keep on schedule and provide reliable bus service,” Iwasaki said. And perhaps 

lure more bus riders and take cars off the road. 

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission in San Francisco is a strong proponent of the 

issue, especially across the Dumbarton Bridge. It is meeting with Caltrans and the CHP to 



examine bus-on-shoulder operations to make transit a more attractive option for travelers in 

that Fremont to East Palo Alto corridor. 

Officials are also buoyed by converting the eastbound shoulder to traffic on the Richmond 

Bridge, calling it an unqualified success. 

“Backups on eastbound I-580 in Marin County have been eliminated,” said MTC spokesman 

John Goodwin, but adding “it’s not as easy a puzzle to solve as it might appear.” 

It could take two years to get some relief on the Dumbarton. But, hey compared to today’s 

commutes, that’s warp speed. 

Back to Top 

Safety systems running late as railroads, including Caltrain, request extensions 

(SFGate.com) 

A new system designed to make train travel safer after a string of crashes is being delayed again 

as railroads across the country — including the Bay Area’s Caltrain — ask for extensions of up to 

two years. 

“I think the majority of commuter and passenger railroads, and even some freights, will ask for 

an extension,” said Susan Fleming, director of physical infrastructure at Congress’ nonpartisan 

watchdog, the Government Accountability Office. Despite widespread support for positive train 

control — the automated brakes that would override human error and potentially save lives — 

smaller agencies are struggling to buy and set up the technology. 

“That kicks the can down the road a bit,” Fleming said. 

Among those commuter lines is Caltrain, which runs along the Peninsula. For months it has 

hovered on a federal watch list of railroads that were at risk of missing the Dec. 31 deadline and 

getting hit with fines of up to $28,000 a day. Caltrain had installed 98 percent of the positive 

train control hardware by the end of October, but officials plan to request a two-year extension 

so they can test it and train the engineers. 

The San Joaquin Valley’s Altamont Corridor Express is also on the watch list. Yet after months of 

jostling, spokesman Chris Kay said the rail line put equipment in place last week and will test it 

by the end of the year. 

ACE sped up the process by doing early trial runs on a partial system, using antennas that were 

recalled on the East Coast because they couldn’t withstand heavy rain and snow. It has since 

swapped those parts for the correct antennas, Kay said. 

“Each railroad has its own story,” Fleming said. “For some the challenge was money. Others had 

a limited pool of expertise ... and needed to hire people to make this happen.” On top of that, 

she said, only a few vendors and suppliers make the software and do the testing. 

https://m.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Safety-system-delayed-again-as-railroads-13442788.php?t=e5903a048c
https://www.transportation.gov/content/oversight-positive-train-control-implementation-united-states


Congress set the timeline for all freight and passenger trains to incorporate positive train 

control after years of catastrophic accidents, in which trains overshot platforms, collided with 

posts or other vehicles, or hurtled off the track, sending passengers to their deaths. The 

mandate became more urgent last year, when an Amtrak Cascades train plunged from an 

overpass near Tacoma, Wash., killing three people, injuring many others and crushing cars on 

Interstate 5. 

But many railroads have struggled to build the intricate network of GPS monitors, wireless radio 

towers, track-side detectors and computers to automatically slow trains down when they 

approach curves or trundle into stations. 

“Being a small but mighty rail line, we kind of get pushed to the back with these projects,” Kay 

said, explaining why ACE has scrambled to catch up. 

Two big obstacles stood in the way, he said. First, only a few companies make this technology, 

and the competition to get it is stiff. Because ACE has only 13 passenger locomotives, it fell to 

the back of the line. Second, positive train control requires intense coordination. ACE runs on 

tracks owned by Union Pacific, which had to install the system before ACE could outfit its trains 

separately. 

Still, Kay said, there’s an advantage to being small: “We can install this equipment and get all 

the testing done quickly.” 

Caltrain’s situation is even more complicated. The agency has folded positive train control into 

a huge modernization project that includes electrifying the rail cars. So officials have to test the 

new automated brakes at a time when workers are on the tracks, digging potholes and putting 

up wires for the new electric system. They expect to have positive train control fully operating 

along the Peninsula corridor by the end of next year. 

Some safety advocates are tentatively optimistic. Others are impatient. 

“We’ve been pressing for some form of positive train control for well over 40 years,” said Chris 

O’Neil, spokesman for the National Transportation Safety Board. “And they’ve rolled it back, 

rolled it back, rolled it back. And now we’re on the brink of X number of railroads getting 

extensions, and one more deadline.” 

Members of the safety board started rallying for positive train control in 1969, when two Penn 

Central commuter trains crashed head-on near Darien, Conn., killing four people and injuring 

43. But Congress was slow to react, even as technology improved and other deadly collisions 

showed the need to implement it. 

In 2008, 25 people died when a Union Pacific freight train collided with a Metrolink commuter 

train in Chatsworth (Los Angeles County), jolting the nation. That year federal lawmakers 

enacted the Rail Safety Improvement Act to require positive train control by 2015, a date they 

later pushed back. 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Passenger-Railroads-Struggle-to-Implement-13409373.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Caltrain-will-close-SF-tracks-this-weekend-as-it-13285272.php
https://www.ntsb.gov/safety/mwl/Pages/mwl8_2014.aspx


In the meantime, the country’s railways saw dozens more accidents with a common theme: An 

engineer, distracted or fatigued, misinterpreted a signal or paused to look at a cell phone. 

Legislators grappled with whether to enforce strict engineering requirements or go easy on 

agencies that lacked the money or manpower to build a complex control system. 

Officials at the Federal Railroad Administration set a hard line with the December deadline — 

then extended it to 2020 for agencies that qualify. Robert Hall, director of railroad pipeline and 

hazardous materials investigations for the NTSB, said he hopes this will be the last 

postponement. 

Kay applauded the new train control system, which will speed up travel and allow trains to run 

more frequently, while improving safety. 

But he warned that positive train control is not “an end-all, be-all safety feature.” It won’t help 

if someone runs across the track, for example, and wouldn’t have prevented a 2016 mudslide in 

Sunol that derailed two ACE train cars and sent nine people to the hospital. 

Yet safety officials say it probably would have headed off last year’s deadly derailment in 

Washington. Amtrak officials said that train had positive train control, but the technology was 

not yet operating. 

Back to Top 

 

California legislator revives bill to boost apartment complexes near transit (Mass 

Transit Magazine) 

A California state senator has revived a major effort to boost homebuilding near transit, a 

proposal he says is necessary to address the state's housing affordability and climate change 

challenges that have only deepened since his initial bill failed earlier this year. 

Under the new proposal from Sen. Scott Wiener (D-San Francisco), developers would be 

allowed to build four- to five-story apartment complexes in neighborhoods surrounding Los 

Angeles Metro stations, Bay Area Rapid Transit and other rail stops around the state. The 

legislation would also ease some local restrictions on building homes near frequently used bus 

stops. 

Wiener's bill follows a similar attempt in the last legislative session that sparked fierce debate 

over how far the state should impinge on local authority to shape community development 

amid a housing shortage that's been estimated in the millions. The previous attempt died in a 

legislative committee after outcry from local governments, labor groups and advocates for low-

income residents. 

"The heart of the bill is really the same," Wiener said of his new legislation, Senate Bill 50. "We 

have a 3.5-million-home deficit in California. It's undermining our economy. It's undermining 

our climate goals. We have to be bold in solving this problem." 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Mudslide-eyed-in-East-Bay-train-derailment-6877068.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Mudslide-eyed-in-East-Bay-train-derailment-6877068.php
https://www.masstransitmag.com/bus/infrastructure/news/21035047/california-legislator-revives-bill-to-boost-apartment-complexes-near-transit?utm_source=MASS+NewsViews+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=MASS181204004&o_eid=5113D8677090I1Z&rdx.ident%5Bpull%5D=omeda%7C5113D8677090I1Z


Wiener made three major changes to the bill that aim to soften opposition from tenant groups 

and their allies that helped torpedo the prior effort. The legislation blocks developers from 

using the bill if they planned to knock down properties that renters had occupied within at least 

the previous seven years. It also allows communities facing pressures from gentrification and 

displacement to propose alternative plans to boost homebuilding instead of using the system 

outlined in the bill. And it loosens local zoning restrictions in communities with high median 

incomes, quality schools and short commutes to jobs, even if there isn't access to transit nearby 

-- an effort to push development into wealthier areas that might have previously resisted it. 

Key details about the latter two provisions remain unresolved, as do rules about how much of 

the new development will be reserved for low-income residents. 

But some interest groups that objected to Wiener's last bill are reacting differently to the new 

proposal. The powerful union representing construction workers, State Building & Construction 

Trades Council of California, opposed the earlier legislation but backs SB 50, which includes 

language stating that existing labor standards for housing development will be preserved. 

"We're very confident that together we're going to achieve a lot of good public policy around 

housing, particularly affordable housing that's around transportation," said Cesar Diaz, the 

union's political director. 

Last year, a coalition of 37 low-income housing and tenant groups in Los Angeles opposed 

Wiener's bill right after it was introduced, saying it would accelerate the displacement of 

longtime tenants in favor of wealthier newcomers. 

Since the legislation failed, many of the same organizations have been in discussions with 

Wiener's office about changes to the bill. Cynthia Strathmann, the executive director of 

Strategic Actions for a Just Economy, said her group is waiting to see how debate over the bill 

evolves before taking a position. 

"For everyone who's just waiting for us to lose our you-know-what right now, we're not losing 

it," Strathmann said. 

Still, intense opposition to Wiener's proposal is expected, especially as specifics of the new 

effort become known. 

Jason Rhine, assistant legislative director for the League of California Cities, said his 

organization had not seen the bill as of Monday afternoon and had yet to take a position. But 

he said Wiener's recognition that certain neighborhoods should be treated differently under 

the bill shows that efforts to promote development must take local needs into consideration. 

"We certainly want to maintain community input in the process," Rhine said. "We want to find 

a path forward that isn't one-size-fits-all and isn't necessarily a state mandate." 

Lawmakers are expected to introduce numerous bills aimed at addressing the state's housing 

problems in the coming year, with SB 50 among the highest-profile. Gov.-elect Gavin Newsom 



has called for the construction of 3.5 million new homes by 2025 -- an unprecedented increase 

in housing production that will require major changes to processes across the state for 

approving new development. And legislators have announced other plans that would increase 

state subsidies for low-income development by billions of dollars. 

In the seven months since Wiener's first bill failed, housing costs in the state have remained at 

or near record highs. Last month's Camp fire destroyed nearly 14,000 homes in rural Butte 

County, which Wiener said highlighted the need for the state to push development toward 

denser urban locales. The state is also failing to reduce vehicle travel, which is harming efforts 

to meet future climate change goals, according to a report released last week from the 

California Air Resources Board. 

"This issue has become more and more salient over the last year," Wiener said. "The wildfires 

have made clear that we can't just be business as usual." 

Back to Top 

 

California lawmaker tries again to gradually ban gas cars (SFGate.com) 

After an unsuccessful legislative effort this year that would have eventually banned the sale of 

new gas-powered cars in California, Assemblyman Phil Ting returned Monday with a more 

modest proposal he hopes will move the state toward the same goal. 

AB40, introduced by the San Francisco Democrat, asks the state Air Resources Board to come 

up with a “comprehensive strategy” by Jan. 1, 2021, to ensure all cars sold in the state are free 

of greenhouse gas emissions by 2040.  

Ting’s proposals come as the federal government is preparing to move in the opposite direction 

on zero-emission cars. Larry Kudlow, the White House’s chief economic adviser, said Monday 

that President Trump’s administration will try to end subsidies for electric car purchases, 

Bloomberg reported. Kudlow didn’t specify how the administration would scrap the subsidies, 

which Congress put in place, but suggested it could happen in 2020 or 2021, according to 

Bloomberg. 

Ting put forward a bill in the last legislative session that would have imposed the ambitious 

goal, but it never got a hearing. 

“This year, we’re taking a step back,” Ting said in an interview at his office in Sacramento. 

“Some of the feedback we got last time was, well, there’s no plan, it’s not fully fleshed out in 

terms of how many charging stations, how many cars, the infrastructure. … We want to go, OK, 

let’s take a look at what kind of infrastructure is needed to really get to the point where we 

need to get.” 

Ting sees this as crucial to helping the state meet its “very aggressive” greenhouse gas 

reduction goals. While the state is on track to meet its goals right now, the progress is being 

https://www.sfgate.com/business/article/California-lawmaker-tries-again-to-gradually-ban-13440452.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/In-2040-all-new-cars-sold-in-California-would-be-12471919.php


driven by faster-than-expected improvements on energy production, while emissions from 

transportation sources are actually increasing, he said. 

And the vast majority of those transportation-related emissions come from passenger vehicles, 

Ting noted. 

“Everyone thinks that (it’s) the FedEx trucks, UPS trucks or the semis,” Ting said. “No — it’s just 

you, me and everybody driving their cars to and from work and from school, dropping their kids 

off. That is really what’s driving much of the greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation 

sector: It’s individuals in passenger vehicles.” 

While conducting the analysis sought by Ting’s legislation, the air board would be required to 

consult stakeholders in academics, industry representatives and community members. The 

board would also have to identify what regulatory actions other state agencies could take to 

encourage more consumers to use zero-emission cars. 

If the study identifies a feasible path to meeting the ambitious target to achieve emission-free 

car sales, further legislation would be required to actually solidify the goal. 

“If we want clean air, we need to have clean cars,” Ting said. “It’s absolutely imperative that we 

take this very important step. If we don’t reduce greenhouse gas emissions from 

transportation, we’re never gonna hit our greenhouse gas reductions (goal).” 

Back to Top 

 

How Slow Lanes Can Speed Up New Mobility (And Save Lives) (Forbes.com) 

Mobility is the word on everyone’s lips these days. I was in a number of large cities in the last 

month and have noticed that my conversations with local business leaders keep shifting 

towards discussions about the quality of and need for bike and pedestrian infrastructure. 10 

years ago, I wouldn’t have expected CEOs to address these topics - they were strictly the 

purview of smallish, urban bike advocacy groups and of progressive leaders in cities like 

Portland and San Francisco. But now, even the corporate world can’t ignore the serious returns 

on investment that these upgrades can generate - both in terms of human health and in terms 

of capital. 

But the topic of bike and pedestrian infrastructure didn’t enter the zeitgeist by accident. This 

past spring, cities across the country - Atlanta included - woke up to a new reality as hundreds 

of shared electric scooters seemingly blinked into existence on sidewalks, medians, and empty 

lots. The urban mobility landscape was transformed overnight. 

As someone who’s been heavily engaged in this space for over two decades, it’s gratifying to 

finally see both companies and cities working to set the bar higher for alternative modes of 

urban transportation. But the newfound excitement around electric scooters and the 

infrastructure to accommodate them has also engendered a fair share of tension and friction. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gabeklein/2018/12/04/how-slow-lanes-can-speed-up-new-mobility-and-save-lives/#7b2bc6a6dc5f


Cities are resistant to the “chaos” that seems to be accompanying the launch of shared scooter 

and bike systems. Some see the scooters in particular as a new danger to pedestrians, or as 

another unwanted intervention in our lives by Big Tech. But the truth is that these scooters are 

one piece of the puzzle in putting our society on a new, more sustainable trajectory. 

Climate change is real, and it’s happening. This recognition must be accompanied by a sense of 

urgency in getting people out of cars and onto bikes, trains, buses, and everything in between. 

But cities have a legitimate mandate to reduce chaos and keep citizens safe as well. 

What To Do? 

The threat of climate change means that anything below a sense of urgency in getting people 

out of cars is insufficient. We must take a radical, all-of-the-above approach to restructuring our 

lives and how we move - and this requires us to engage with any new form of mobility that 

could bring us closer to the goal of sustainability. However, some find this difficult to square 

with the fact that city governments have been designed to reduce danger and unpredictability 

in our urban environments. But the choice we face here is not an exclusive one - we do not 

need to slow down the adoption of new technologies. We need to speed up our ability to 

integrate them. 

When I was running the Department of Transportation in Washington D.C., and then in Chicago, 

my constant obsession was safety. We made huge strides in separated, or “protected” bike 

infrastructure to match the growth of our large, cutting-edge bikeshare 

systems, Divvy and Capital Bikeshare which launched during my tenure. Near the end of my 

time in government, I started noticing something unexpected – people were jogging, doing 

Segway tours, and riding electric skateboards, all in the protected bike lanes. It had, in effect, 

been democratized - and everyone benefitted. The creation of these safe, slower lanes, where 

everyone from a rollerblader to a mom and child on a tandem bike felt safe moving, was one of 

the most important changes I achieved in both cities. 

Now, with the exponential growth of electric and shared mobility options, it is becoming clear 

that there is yet another contender for space in the geography between the street and the 

sidewalk. And things are, perhaps, starting to get a little crowded. 

On a quantitative level, it is a difficult question to answer: between people-filled sidewalks that 

rightly prioritize humans moving at about 3 or 4 mph and the 2-ton vehicles that barrel down 

the urban roadway at 25-40 mph, where does the 30 lb vehicle that moves at 10-15 mph fit? 

Enter: the “slow” lane 

Don’t get me wrong - no one likes a good bike lane better than me, and I ride in one - often 

with my kids - for safety every chance I get (plus, there is the added benefit of whizzing past 

cars sitting in traffic). But here in America, our bike lanes are not usually the fully grade-

separated, expansive ones found in places like Amsterdam or Copenhagen. While we have 

spent the last decade retrofitting our cities to be safer for cyclists, we only occasionally 

implement protected bike lanes. More often, we are left with standard bike lanes that offer 

http://www2.philly.com/philly/news/pennsylvania/philadelphia/electric-scooters-philadelphia-bird-lime-skip-share-dockless-20180820.html
https://www.cnn.com/2018/11/23/health/climate-change-report-bn/index.html
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/how-californias-efforts-to-prevent-wildfires-reflect-a-national-crisis-on-climate-change
https://www.divvybikes.com/
https://www.capitalbikeshare.com/


physical space but minimal protection, or the “sharrow” that sends a message but offers no real 

safety at all. 

This raises the question: what is the biggest factor in unsafe road conditions? Is it the varied 

speeds at which different vehicles move? Or is it the differences in size and weight? Knowing 

this is important in designing the solution to the safety problem. 

On local roads, in our neighborhoods and smaller towns, I believe the focus needs to be on 

promoting shared use by all vehicle types at very reduced speeds. Bike lanes only really become 

a necessity on larger, arterial-type streets, where separation is needed because of the huge 

differences in speed. In fact, this recognition has led many cities to lower local speed limits 

because the findings are so simple: speed kills. 

Led by millennials moving to city centers and their baby boomer parents choosing city life as a 

convenient way to age-in-place, cities are reurbanizing at a rapid clip. As millennials have 

families and start to raise children, they should not be forced to make the choice of moving to 

the suburbs for want of a safe street. 

 

The Slow Lane? 

So what is a “slow lane” – and why should we embrace a new option?  Because if you are an 

urban resident, your life will be safer with them, and you just don’t know it yet! Modes are 

changing faster than at any time since the introduction of the Model T (remember OFO?). This 

means we need streets that are flexible and can support micro and electric mobility, no matter 

what new device launches next week or the week after. 

Imagine your typical four-lane, city-controlled street. Two travel lanes in each direction, a lane 

of parking on each side, and no bike lane in sight. Planners often look at these streets as being 

prime for a “road diet” with a reversible lane inserted in the middle and two travel lanes 

removed.  In a slow lane, or mobility lane, or whatever name we come up with, we take the 

travel lane adjacent to the parking lane and slim it down to 8-9 feet (vs. its current 10-14 feet). 

The middle lanes, on either side of the double yellow stripe, remain at standard width. In 

addition to slimming the outside travel lane, the addition of thermoplastic markings 

communicates that this is a “slow lane” with a 15 mph speed limit that prioritizes non-cars. 

This does not obviate the need for protected, and ideally, grade separated infrastructure for 

bikes and micromobility; instead, this is a more immediate bridge, a retrofit now, and when we 

rebuild the street (every 15-30 years…) we should build the gold standard in infrastructure as 

they do in the Netherlands. 

Check out this before-and-after example of 14th Street NW, in my hometown of Washington 

D.C., with a slow lane modeled: 

Thanks to Tiffany Chu and Remix for the help with this mock-up: 

https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets/resources/pdf/fhwasa17021.pdf
https://www.streetfilms.org/dutch-infrastructure-tour-of-bicycle-streets-intersections-velo-city-2017/
https://twitter.com/tchu88?lang=en
https://www.remix.com/


Reprioritizing cars on our streets is another big part of the rethink we need. I believe that cars 

should be allowed in these slow lanes as this is key to fast adoption - but they should be given 

the lowest priority. This is a model that works - just check out the “Fietstraat” in the 

Netherlands. It keeps everyone safe, as the most dangerous thing on a sidewalk is now a 

pedestrian staring at their phone. Too often, we prioritize speed, when the real metric we 

should be focusing on is the safe throughput of people in a city. Getting this right will mean a 

more viable business for bike and scooter companies, and a boost in our fight against climate 

change. 

While this is the beginning of a conversation, there is no reason cities can’t start installing slow 

lanes now on locally controlled streets - and quickly. The simple requirements of paint and 

thermoplastic markings are already in use in every city. It’s time to accelerate how we rethink 

our streets, because climate change doesn’t have a speed limit. 

Back to Top 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 10:31 AM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: VTA Information: 12/6/18 Board of Directors Regular Meeting - Updated Memo from Director 
Khamis pertaining to Board Agenda Item #6.10 – SR 87 Technology Corridor Study Report 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

Please see attached updated Memo for the December 6, 2018 Board of Directors regular meeting 

from Director Khamis pertaining to Agenda Item #6.10 – SR 87 Technology Corridor Study 

Report.   
 

Thank you. 
 
Office of the Board Secretary 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
3331 North First Street, Building B 
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 
Phone 408-321-5680 
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ianta Clara Valley 
Transportation 

Authority

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
Board of Directors

Director Johnny Khamis 

December 6, 2018

Referral to Administration - Pertaining to Agenda Item 6.10 - SR 87 Technology 
Corridor Study

I request staff to:

1. Research funding options for implementation of part-time lanes along State Route 87 and 
for key interchanges of State Route 87, where feasible, which are found on the high- 
priority list presented in the State Route 87 Corridor Study.

2. Return to the full Board of Directors with a report on funding sources identified and for 
guidance and actions related to implementation.

BACKGROUND:

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA), in partnership with the City of 
San Jose, had initiated a study of State Route (SR) 87. SR 87, in the heart of San 
Jose, acts as a primary artery for the Capital of Silicon Valley, connecting residential 
neighborhoods in the south to key employment centers in downtown San Jose, the North San 
Jose “golden triangle” area, and cities to the north.

One of the key objectives of this study was to provide a high-level assessment of technology- 
based improvements that could address traffic congestion at a lower cost than infrastructure 
modifications, such as adding new lanes and redesigning interchanges. Taking my suggestion 
into consideration, the staff also carefully assessed the use of part-time lane (PTL) or part-time 
shoulder usage. The PTL strategy is being used in many regions as an efficient way to increase 
capacity on-demand, or for exclusive use by buses and carpools during peak hours.

As per the study, the segment where a PTL would be very helpful in relieving congestion is 
between the Alma Avenue overcrossing and 1-280 off-ramp where there is sufficient shoulder 
width to create a 12-foot PTL, which, if placed on the right side, could create an additional path 
for vehicles talcing 1-280 from northbound SR 87. Another feasible segment is from the Hedding 
Street overcrossing to the Airport Parkway overcrossing, which has a minimum combined 
shoulder width of 20 feet. In the southbound direction, a PTL is not feasible from the Hedding

3331 North First Street Administration 406-321-5355
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 Customer Service 40S-321-2300 Solutions that ftlOVe yOU
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Street overcrossing to the Alma Avenue overcrossing because of insufficient shoulder width. 
However, shoulders on the rest of the southbound mainline are wide enough to consider PTL 
use. Among the interchanges,’an assessment was done for the 1-280 interchange (all connector 
ramps) and the Charcot Avenue-to-SR 87 southbound ramp where significant congestion is seen 
during peak hours. All connector ramps of the 1-280 interchange, in both directions, display PTL 
feasibility as do the shoulders of the Charcot Avenue-to-SR 87 southbound ramp.

Some of the PTL-connector ramps, like Charcot Avenue-to-SR 87 southbound (HOV only), I- 
280 southbound to SR 87 southbound (HOV only), and SR 87 southbound to 1-280 northbound 
(HOV only), are on the high-priority improvements list.

Further research into funding options for designs for the part-time lanes in high-priority list in 
SR 87 Corridor Study would enable the staff to move forward with implementing part-time lanes 
along Highway 87.

cc: Nuria I. Fernandez, VTA General Manager/CEO
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 11:18 AM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: December 6, 2018 Media Clips 
 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for Thursday, December 6, 2018 

1. Bus on Shoulders (ABC 7 News) 

2. CA: Bay Area may allow buses to drive on freeway shoulders during heavy commute 

times (Mass Transit Magazine/Mercury News) 

3. BART Phase 2 Relocation Plan (KPIX Ch. 5) 

4. San Jose-Google Land Sale (KTVU Ch. 2) 

5. Santa Clara VTA graduates six overhead line workers from new apprenticeship 

program (Mass Transit Magazine) 

6. VTA Fills Vacant Positions by 'Growing Their Own' (Metro Magazine) 

7. How’s this for a government perk? Free valet parking for Santa Clara County workers 

(Mercury News) 

8. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Accelerate Like a ‘Speeding Freight Train’ in 2018 (New 

York Times) 

Bus on Shoulders (ABC 7 News) 

(Link to video) 

CA: Bay Area may allow buses to drive on freeway shoulders during heavy 

commute times (Mass Transit Magazine/Mercury News) 

In an almost desperate effort to grab up every possible inch of unused concrete to get the Bay 

Area's terrible traffic moving again, agencies across the region are pushing to allow buses and 

possibly carpools to drive on the shoulder of freeways and bridges during the heaviest 

commute times. 

Next year, the California Transit Association along with the Valley Transportation Authority, the 

Contra Costa Transportation Authority and other planning groups will seek statewide legislation 

to bring this once unthinkable practice to everyday commutes. Highway 87 through San Jose, 

Interstate 680 in the East Bay, Highway 101 along the Peninsula, Highway 1 outside Santa Cruz, 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTEwODE5MzQxJk1EU2VlZD03Nzk0JlR5cGU9TWVkaWE%3D
https://www.masstransitmag.com/bus/news/21035616/bay-area-may-allow-buses-to-drive-on-freeway-shoulders-during-heavy-commute-times?utm_source=MASS+NewsViews+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=MASS181206002&o_eid=5113D8677090I1Z&rdx.ident%5Bpull%5D=omeda%7C5113D8677090I1Z
https://www.masstransitmag.com/bus/news/21035616/bay-area-may-allow-buses-to-drive-on-freeway-shoulders-during-heavy-commute-times?utm_source=MASS+NewsViews+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=MASS181206002&o_eid=5113D8677090I1Z&rdx.ident%5Bpull%5D=omeda%7C5113D8677090I1Z


Interstate 280 in San Mateo County, and the Bay Bridge and Dumbarton Bridge are on the list of 

vital roads where this change could be implemented. 

"We think this is a good idea," said Randy Iwasaki, executive director of the CCTA, who has 

followed similar projects in Minnesota, Virginia and on Interstate 805 in San Diego County. "We 

believe we can replicate that success on 680." 

Last week, the VTA issued the results of a study on plans for the 10 miles of Highway 87 from 

Almaden Valley to north of Mineta San Jose International Airport, where speeds, even in 

carpool lanes, frequently drop below 40 miles per hour. There is no space to add a fourth lane 

in each direction and advanced metering lights can only do so much. 

"The use of shoulders can help to get more throughput where needed with less cost than 

adding new lanes," VTA spokesperson Holly Perez said. "However, there are operational aspects 

of shoulder use that would need to be further explored in partnership with other agencies." 

Shoulders are now off limits except for emergencies such as stalls, crashes and police stops. A 

driver in an adjacent lane could be intimidated by a 40-seat bus barreling down just inches 

away from where previously there was an empty stretch of road. 

The state Office of Traffic Safety says it supports any measures that make roadways safer and 

encourage safe driving practices. The CHP won't take a firm stance until legislation is proposed 

and details ironed out. But a survey of 1,600 Highway 87 drivers found half agreeable to the 

idea. 

"Why doesn't the greater Bay Area use more shoulders especially the left one for travel lanes to 

ease congestion?" asked Peter Schmidt of Walnut Creek. "The Los Angeles area appears to use 

the shoulders more for normal traffic, so why doesn't San Francisco? There are safety concerns 

but it has to be cheaper than widening the freeway in a region with some of the worst 

commuter traffic in the nation." 

Not so fast, countered trucker Paul Carlson of Hayward. 

"A good idea? Nah. There are so many accidents. Such a plan would get in the way of fire trucks 

and ambulances and tow trucks, etc. Make them all the more late to the scene. 

"Buses are wide, while cars and trucks will edge to the left and right of their lanes, not to 

mention that many of those freeway shoulders are narrow. More so in construction areas." 

Here is how a shoulder could be used on a 10 1/2 -foot area: Overhead electronic signs could 

have green arrows meaning it is open to traffic say from 5 a.m. to 10 a.m. or 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. 

When off limits, the arrows would be red. 

On I-680, a part-time transit lane between Bollinger Canyon Road and Ygnacio Valley Road 

would be considered on the outside shoulder during morning and afternoon peak hours in both 

directions. When traffic in other lanes "slows to 35 mph, public buses can use the part-time 



transit lane to keep on schedule and provide reliable bus service," Iwasaki said. And perhaps 

lure more bus riders and take cars off the road. 

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission in San Francisco is a strong proponent of the 

issue, especially across the Dumbarton Bridge. It is meeting with Caltrans and the CHP to 

examine bus-on-shoulder operations to make transit a more attractive option for travelers in 

that Fremont to East Palo Alto corridor. 

Officials are also buoyed by converting the eastbound shoulder to traffic on the Richmond 

Bridge, calling it an unqualified success. 

"Backups on eastbound I-580 in Marin County have been eliminated," said MTC spokesman 

John Goodwin, but adding "it's not as easy a puzzle to solve as it might appear." 

It could take two years to get some relief on the Dumbarton. But, hey compared to today's 

commutes, that's warp speed. 

Back to Top 

 

BART Phase 2 Relocation Plan (KPIX Ch. 5) 

San Jose-Google Land Sale (KTVU Ch. 2) 
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Santa Clara VTA graduates six overhead line workers from new apprenticeship 

program (Mass Transit Magazine) 

The graduates will fill highly skilled, but hard-to-fill positions, some of which that have been 

open for close to five years 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) has six newly skilled workers, custom trained 

to maintain its overhead electrical wires thanks to an innovative approach to workforce 

development, or as Santa Clara VTA calls it, growing their own. 

The six employees are graduates of a two-year Overhead Line Worker Apprenticeship, which is 

part of the Joint Workforce Investment (JWI) program that Santa Clara VTA developed in 

partnership with the Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU). According to its website, JWI 

is dedicated to creating a work environment that supports the long-term professional 

development, health and wellness of employees. 

Santa Clara VTA calls overhead line work one of the most sensitive and potentially dangerous 

jobs in the transportation industry as workers routinely work on wires that carry close to 1,000 

volts of electricity. The apprenticeship program's collaboration between labor and management 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTEwODE5MzU4Jk1EU2VlZD03ODU2JlR5cGU9TWVkaWE%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTEwODE5Mzg1Jk1EU2VlZD0zNTAwJlR5cGU9TWVkaWE%3D
https://www.masstransitmag.com/rail/maintenance/article/21035529/santa-clara-vta-graduates-six-overhead-line-workers-from-new-apprenticeship-program?utm_source=MASS+NewsViews+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=MASS181206002&o_eid=5113D8677090I1Z&rdx.ident%5Bpull%5D=omeda%7C5113D8677090I1Z
https://www.masstransitmag.com/rail/maintenance/article/21035529/santa-clara-vta-graduates-six-overhead-line-workers-from-new-apprenticeship-program?utm_source=MASS+NewsViews+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=MASS181206002&o_eid=5113D8677090I1Z&rdx.ident%5Bpull%5D=omeda%7C5113D8677090I1Z


trains and mentors employees in an effort to fill vacant jobs from within the agency and retain 

workers in an industry with traditionally high turnover.  

Santa Clara VTA describes the overhead line positions as nearly impossible to fill with many 

being open at Santa Clara VTA for more than five years. 

“Given the highly skilled aspect of the job, we haven’t been able to find the kind of talent from 

outside the agency that we needed,” said Steve Jovel, the Santa Clara VTA assistant 

superintendent in charge of the apprenticeship program. 

The overhead line program joins a growing list of apprenticeships Santa Clara VTA already has 

including programs for bus operators, track workers, mechanics and light-rail operators 

The current class of six can now work as full-fledged overhead linemen, but Santa Clara VTA 

said the they will still retain the relationship with their more experienced ATU mentors for any 

guidance and encouragement they may need along the way. 

Back to Top 

 

VTA Fills Vacant Positions by 'Growing Their Own' (Metro Magazine) 

The positions were nearly impossible to fill, until Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

(VTA) decided to "grow their own." Now, six new Overhead Line workers are ready to take on 

one of the most sensitive and potentially dangerous jobs in the transportation industry, having 

just graduated from a two-year apprenticeship program with flying colors.   

 

The Overhead Line Worker Apprenticeship is part of the VTA/ATU Joint Workforce Investment 

(JWI) program. This labor and management collaboration trains and mentors employees in an 

effort to fill vacant jobs from within the agency and retain workers in an industry with 

traditionally high turnover. Overhead Line workers oversee and maintain the overhead 

electrical wires for VTA’s entire 42-mile light rail system. Those electrical wires, which power 

the line, carry close to 1,000 volts of electricity. 

 

The graduates are filling positions that had been open at VTA for more than five years. 

“Given the highly skilled aspect of the job, we haven’t been able to find the kind of talent from 

outside the agency that we needed,” said Steve Jovel, the VTA assistant superintendent in 

charge of the apprenticeship program. 

 

To that end, the JWI decided to create its own training and apprenticeship program for 

overhead line workers, in addition to the apprenticeships already in existence for bus 

operators, track workers, mechanics and light rail operators. The graduation allows these six 

workers to now work as full-fledged overhead linemen, still retaining the relationship with their 

http://www.metro-magazine.com/management-operations/news/732278/vta-fills-vacant-positions-by-growing-their-own


more experienced ATU mentors for any guidance and encouragement they may need along the 

way. 

One notable member of the new graduates is former VTA Bus Operator Tim Watson. You may 

remember Watson helped to thwart the kidnapping of a four-year-old boy in 2015 when he 

received an emergency alert while driving his route. He noticed the suspect and the child on his 

bus and deftly put into action previous training he received in human trafficking awareness, 

which led to the child’s rescue and the suspect’s arrest. Watson has completed three of the 

certified apprentice programs at VTA, graduating with the overhead line workers…ready to take 

on a new step in his career. 

 

The VTA/ATU Joint Workforce Investment Program is a national role model working with transit 

agencies around the country looking to develop similar programs. 
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How’s this for a government perk? Free valet parking for Santa Clara County 

workers (Mercury News) 

Gabe Cabrera pulled into the parking lot in a driving rain storm recently when a savior in a black 

jacket ran up and took his keys, leaving the auditor just steps away from the door to his 

destination. 

But the valet serving Cabrera wasn’t parking cars at a four-star restaurant, hotel or upscale 

shopping center. 

Cabrera was enjoying complimentary valet parking where he works — at the Santa Clara County 

Government Center on Hedding and First streets. 

Santa Clara County recently began offering free valet parking to its employees and the general 

public for what could be the next four years, at a total cost of up to $4.5 million, compliments 

of county taxpayers. 

Many of those taxpayers will be checking out the service when they drop off their property 

taxes, which are due Dec. 10. But it’s county workers like Cabrera who are benefiting every day. 

“It’s great because there aren’t any parking spaces left at 8 a.m.,” Cabrera said. “There was a 

time when I parked at the sheriff’s headquarters, but I couldn’t keep doing that because I was 

worried about getting a ticket.” 

The image of government workers getting white-glove service typically found at affluent 

establishments may rankle some. It’s rare for government agencies to provide that perk to their 

workers. The county also has valet parking at its public hospital, Valley Medical Center, solely 

for visitors. 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2015/06/09/bus-driver-recounts-actions-that-saved-abducted-milpitas-toddler/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/06/14/south-bay-transit-human-trafficking-training-may-go-statewide/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/12/06/valet-parking/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/12/06/valet-parking/


A valet attendant checks a person in at the free service in the parking lot across the street from 

the County of Santa Clara Government Center in San Jose, Calif., on Wednesday, Dec. 5, 2018. 

(Randy Vazquez/Bay Area News Group)  

But county officials launched the service the week after Thanksgiving at the civic center in 

anticipation of two massive construction projects that are expected to disrupt traffic in the area 

— the demolition of part of the old San Jose City Hall and a new jail project, which requires 

knocking down an existing tower. The county workforce also has ballooned, forcing workers to 

waste time hunting for a spot in county lots or the nearby Hyde Park residential area, much to 

the consternation of residents. 

“We’ve exhausted all the other short-term solutions,” said Deputy County Executive Sylvia 

Gallegos. 

Parking industry experts say valet service is typically cheaper than building new parking garages 

or running a shuttle service from remote lots. In this case, valets will bring the cars to the 

county-owned parking garage across the street from the jail and also use the big surface lot at 

Hedding and San Pedro streets where employees currently park. 

Valet attendants can park cars closer and straighter than many customers, enabling them to 

pack more in, said Steve Resnick, a senior vice president who oversees municipal accounts at 

Lanier Parking Solutions, the contractor running the county service. 

“Coast to coast, public agencies are analyzing valet service as an additional and effective” way 

of managing parking, Resnick said. 

But don’t expect other Bay Area cities and counties to jump on the bandwagon anytime soon, 

especially those with better public transportation options. 

Valet supervisor Erik Fall greets Santa Clara County employees and visitors looking for parking 

at the county civic center on Hedding Street in San Jose. (Tracey Kaplan/Bay Area News Group)  

Most had never even heard of such a thing. 

“You mean, someone drives up to city hall and gets a valet?” Oakland spokeswoman Karen 

Boyd said. “No, we don’t have anything like that.” 

Oakland’s 5,000 full- and part-time employees pay for parking, she said. In Boyd’s case, it’s 

$130 a month at a garage four blocks away from City Hall. 

Asked if San Jose had valet service downtown at City Hall for its 2,000 workers, the 

spokeswoman for city manager’s office laughed. 

“No, of course not,” spokeswoman Rosario Neaves said, but added that the city provides free 

parking for employees at its nearby garages. “It’s a bold move of theirs, and it’s great, but our 

budget is smaller and I’m not quite sure if it could take that on.” 



Santa Clara County officials hope they will be able to drop the service in less than four years by 

moving some employees to two other county-owned properties, in Silver Creek and on Tasman 

and First streets in four buildings they bought from Cisco Systems. 

The kiosk at the valet service in the parking lot across the street from the County of Santa Clara 

Government Center in San Jose, Calif., is photographed on Wednesday, Dec. 5, 2018. (Randy 

Vazquez/Bay Area News Group)  

In the meantime, it’s taking some getting used to for county employees. 

Some supervisors already say their once-tardy employees are showing up on time instead of 

hunting for a parking space for the first 20 minutes of their shifts. 

And when it comes to heading home, anyone who uses the county service can text the 

attendants before they leave work to have their car ready for them when they get to the lot, 

valet parking supervisor Erik Fall said. The service runs from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays. 

Some county employees who used the service last week couldn’t believe it was free and asked 

Fall if they had to tip the attendants. Initially, there was a sign up at the kiosk indicating that 

tips weren’t necessary, though they were welcome. Before the end of the week, the county had 

the contractor take down the sign to minimize any confusion. 

Lot attendants who work about 30 hours a week make $29.80 an hour or $46,488 a year, in 

accordance with the county’s living wage rule. But since they are contracted and not county 

employees they do not receive health care from the county or a pension. 

Gallegos said the valet service was County Executive Jeff Smith’s idea. Once construction starts 

in February, traffic around the county building — and parking — will be a major challenge. San 

Pedro Street, an important through-way from the Taylor Street exit off Highway 87, will be 

closed, and commuters will have to compete with gravel trucks for several months on First 

Street, another path to the county building off that exit. 

“But,” Gallegos said, “valet parking will help.” 

Back to Top 

 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Accelerate Like a ‘Speeding Freight Train’ in 2018 

(New York Times) 

Greenhouse gas emissions worldwide are growing at an accelerating pace this year, researchers 

said Wednesday, putting the world on track to face some of the most severe consequences of 

global warming sooner than expected. 

Scientists described the quickening rate of carbon dioxide emissions in stark terms, comparing 

it to a “speeding freight train” and laying part of the blame on an unexpected surge in the 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/05/climate/greenhouse-gas-emissions-2018.html?emc=edit_th_181206&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=594795281206


appetite for oil as people around the world not only buy more cars but also drive them farther 

than in the past — more than offsetting any gains from the spread of electric vehicles. 

“We’ve seen oil use go up five years in a row,” said Rob Jackson, a professor of earth system 

science at Stanford and an author of one of two studies published Wednesday. “That’s really 

surprising.” 

Worldwide, carbon emissions are expected to increase by 2.7 percent in 2018, according to the 

new research, which was published by the Global Carbon Project, a group of 100 scientists from 

more than 50 academic and research institutions and one of the few organizations to 

comprehensively examine global emissions numbers. Emissions rose 1.6 percent last year, the 

researchers said, ending a three-year plateau. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Reducing carbon emissions is central to stopping global warming. Three years ago nearly 200 

nations hammered out the Paris Agreement with a goal of holding warming below 3.6 degrees 

Fahrenheit (two degrees Celsius) over preindustrial levels. 

Avoiding that threshold — already considered challenging — is viewed as a way to stave off 

some of the worst effects of climate change, like melting polar ice caps and rising sea levels. For 

the Paris goals to be met, scientists say, global emissions from power plants, factories, cars and 

trucks, as well as those from deforestation, would need to swiftly begin declining to zero. 

President Trump, however, has vowed to pull the United States out of the accord and has 

moved to roll back Obama-era regulations designed to limit emissions from vehicle tailpipes 

and power-plant smokestacks. On Tuesday he wrote on Twitter that the Paris Agreement was 

“fatally flawed” because its system of voluntary pledges let other countries off the hook, adding 

that “American taxpayers — and American workers — shouldn’t pay to clean up others 

countries’ pollution.” 

An American withdrawal would represent a serious blow to the pact. The United States, one of 

the wealthiest nations in the world, is responsible for a third of all human-caused carbon 

emissions to date, more than any other country. China is now the largest emitter of heat-

trapping gases. 

The new report comes as delegates from nearly 200 countries are meeting in Poland to debate 

their next steps under the Paris climate agreement. Many nations haven’t been meeting their 

self-imposed targets. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The new assessment is the third major scientific report in recent months to send a message 

that the world is failing to make sufficient progress to avoid the worst effects of climate change. 

Last month the White House published findings by 13 federal agenciespredicting that global 

warming could knock hundreds of billions of dollars off the size of the American economy by 

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaf303
https://www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/10/2141/2018/
https://www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/10/2141/2018/
http://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/11/06/climate/world-emissions-goals-far-off-course.html?module=inline
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/26/climate/trump-greenhouse-gas-emissions.html?module=inline
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/26/climate/trump-greenhouse-gas-emissions.html?module=inline
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1070089365995642881
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/06/01/climate/us-biggest-carbon-polluter-in-history-will-it-walk-away-from-the-paris-climate-deal.html?module=inline
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/04/climate/cop24-climate-conference-katowice.html?module=inline
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/23/climate/us-climate-report.html?module=inline


century’s end, particularly by disrupting trade and agriculture. And in October, the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a United Nations scientific group, issued an 

alarming report warning that emissions are rising at a rate that will open the door to 

widespread food shortages, wildfires, coastal flooding and population displacement by 2040. 

As part of the latest report, scientists wrote Wednesday in the journal Nature that the recent 

rise in global emissions, combined with other factors such as natural temperature fluctuations, 

could bring those dire consequences a decade sooner, by 2030. 

“For those of us that work in this space, seeing the rates of emissions accelerate 

is deeply dismaying, and it confirms the very clear lack of systemic action and change that we’re 

seeing across many lines of state, national and global organization,” said Sarah E. Myhre, a 

research associate at the University of Washington who was not involved in the studies. 

“It just means that the problem will be harder to fix down the line,” she said. “We’re continuing 

to buck-pass this problem to our kids and our future selves.” 

The analysis found that the world is on pace to release a record 37.1 gigatons of planet-

warming emissions in 2018, led in large part by China, the United States and India. That is 

roughly 100,000 times the weight of the Empire State Building. 

Even as coal has fallen out of favor in some markets, the rise in emissions has been driven by 

stronger demand for natural gas and oil, scientists said. And even as the use of renewable 

energy like solar and wind power has expanded exponentially, it has not been enough to offset 

the increased use of fossil fuels. 

Back to Top 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 11:25 AM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: VTA Information: Ridership Memo for October 2018 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

Attached is a memorandum from Chief Operating Officer Inez Evans regarding VTA ridership 

for October 2018. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 
board.secretary@vta.org 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Conserve paper. Think before you print.  
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 2:29 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: VTA Information: 12/6/18 Board of Directors Regular Meeting - Comments received pertaining 
to Board Agenda Item #5.5.X – Ad Hoc Financial Stability Committee Recommendations 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

Please see attached comments received pertaining to Agenda Item #5.5.X – Ad Hoc Financial 

Stability Committee Recommendations.  
 

Thank you. 
 
Office of the Board Secretary 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
3331 North First Street, Building B 
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 
Phone 408-321-5680 

 
 

 
 
Conserve paper. Think before you print. 
 

 
 



Comments pertaining to Agenda Item #5.5.X – Ad Hoc Financial 

Stability Committee Recommendations 
 

 
From: Adam Kates  

Sent: Wednesday, December 5, 2018 5:02 PM 

To: VTA Board Secretary 

Cc: friends@friendsofcaltrain.com 

Subject: VTA  

 

Dear  VTA Board:   
 
Please review the transit and highway projects on the books and question 
spending on projects that no longer meet current and future needs, such as  

o building a new Santa Clara BART station right next to Caltrain, 
that would require spending double the money to operate 
duplicate service 

o the Vasona Light Rail extension which would run through low-
density single-family neighborhoods. 

o capacity increases to Montague Expressway that no longer meet 
the City of San Jose’s goals for transit-oriented development and 
greenhouse gas reductions.  

 

VTA projects that are in the queue that make transit faster, such as signal 
prioritization and queue jumps, and all-door boarding should be accelerated to 
make buses and light rail faster and more efficient, which will result in better 
passenger service for the money and attract more riders.   

Thank you, 
Adam Kates 

 
 

From: Ryan Booth 

Sent: Wednesday, December 5, 2018 5:13 PM 

To: VTA Board Secretary 

Cc: friends@friendsofcaltrain.com 

Subject: VTA Financial sustainability 
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Hi, 

 

I'm contacting you in regards to the budget deficit that you're trying to resolve. 

I'm concerned that, although you're no longer attempting to reduce service provided by VTA, you're not 

expanding service to keep up with population growth and growing the core service to encourage new 

riders.  We've seen that metros can grow their way to increased ridership, and likewise, cut their way to 

irrelevancy. 

But I do understand that budgets do need to be met, so certain reductions are necessary. 

What's disheartening though is that you're planning on reducing the service levels outlined in the Next 

Network plan rather than look at expensive, low capacity expansions to reach that goal. 

For example, VTA is still planning on building a Santa Clara BART station even though BART and Caltrain 

will service Diridon and Santa Clara.  Santa Clara is a low ridership stop for Caltrain already, what's the 

point of adding a BART stop there as well?  What should be considered is offering well timed transfers 

(some sort of pulse system like exists in German speaking countries would be useful) between Caltrain 

and BART for riders on BART that would like to continue on to the Santa Clara station. 

Also, you're still considering a light rail expansion (in the Vasona Light rail extension) to a low density 

single family area.  Precious dollars shouldn't be spent on stops that will generate virtually 0 added 

ridership.  Unless the stops can be up zoned significantly, this project should be nixed. 

Capacity increases for roadways should be one of the last things we spend money on, but you still plan 

on increasing the capacity of Montague Expressway.  Increasing capacity on roadways just encourages 

more driving, which we as a region and state need to decrease so that we can reach our greenhouse gas 

reduction targets. 

So please look closely at your capital investments, cut what doesn't meet our needs anymore, and use 

that savings to fund better transit and pedestrian/cyclist services. 

 

Thanks, 

Ryan Booth 

San Jose 

 

From: Marjie Hempstead  

Sent: Wednesday, December 5, 2018 5:53 PM 

To: VTA Board Secretary 

Cc: caltrain 

Subject: Dec 5 meeting to address financial deficit 
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Greetings VTA board : 

 

I can not come to this meeting, but as a big fan of developing world class public transit 
in this area, I would like to offer some comments here. 

Basically I think you should make it your absolute top priority to spend on projects that 
will increase the ratio of ridership to miles of service offered and cost of same.   

First and foremost this would mean making VTA transit truly time-competitive with any 
other travel option.   

The light rail, for example follows routes with huge potential to attract ridership, 
especially with new development (Google etc.) planned for downtown San Jose.  Not 
only are the routes good - they go through high density (in both residences and 
employers) areas where the car traffic is horrible, riddled with stoplights where you wait 
for several changes before you can get through - the trains are wonderfully bike friendly 
(platform level with train car, easy platform access from street with bike, plenty of room 
for bikes on car, etc.).  But still ridership is sparse, and this must be because the light 
rail is so insufferably slow that you can almost get to your destination faster on 
foot.  Any and everything you can do to speed these trains up, as long as you can 
achieve a transit time improvement by a factor upwards of at least 2.5x, would be 
money well spent.  Ie., I think you need that big a speed improvement in order to start 
attracting riders.  Signal prioritization, all-door boarding, higher track speeds ?  I hope 
that measures exist that could cause the degree of improvement needed. 

As for the buses, these are also mostly too slow to really work for most people, although 
I have found that the 522 on weekends and late nights is still sometimes preferable to 
driving.  Caltrain would still be much faster, but is so infrequent at these times that 522 
really fills a niche here.  If there is any way you could make other buses as fast as 522, 
and for that matter, do some signal prioritization or something to further speed up 522 
(and any other express routes as well), I think that would pay off. 

I would much rather see your money spent on the above than on any capacity increase 
to Montague Expwy (which only would encourage more car-oriented development and 
policy there), or on light rail extensions which go serve only low density neighborhoods. 

I also think that the plan to have BART extended all the way to Santa Clara, so that Bart 
and Caltrain are redundant between SJ Diridon and Santa Clara, is a spectacular waste 
of money.   Bring BART all the way to San Jose, yes that is imperative, and has been 
for years, but then, stop there.  It is not like the Caltrains are that crowded between 
those two stations to begin with, and even if they were, why not just run a few more 
trains or lengthen the ones you have, rather than go to the huge expense of making and 
maintaining a whole additional train system along that stretch. 
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Please please please take a good look at all projects you have on the books and save 
yourselves a ton of paperwork (and money) by scratching any that have failed to keep 
up with the times.    

thank you ! 

sincerely, 

Marjie Hempstead 

Mountain View resident  

From: Robert Neff  

Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 12:28 AM 

To: VTA Board Secretary 

Subject: Letter to Board of Directors - Item 5.5XX Dec. 6 

 

December 5, 2018 
 

Dear VTA Board of Directors, 
 

I am writing concerning item 5.5X on Thursday’s agenda, concerning VTA’s financial situation.  I 
am a daily rider of the 522 bus, and also frequent cyclist, and a member of the VTA BPAC. 
 

I am glad to see that moving ahead with the Next Network service changes is still part of the 
plans.  Despite the increase in population, VTA has seen continuing ridership declines.  I think 
the kind of frequent service planned for the Next Network will improve ridership on these routes. 
 

At the same time, VTA’s core network, particularly light rail through downtown, is not fast, and 
even compared to our congested highways, it is not competitive to driving on a parallel 
route.  How often do the VTA headquarters employees who live south of Downtown take the 
light rail to work?  Do any of you consider light rail to get to this meeting?  VTA has two 
initiatives now to improve service to 10 mph through the downtown transit mall, and to speed up 
trains up N. First Street.  Making this service both fast and frequent is essential to turning 
around improving ridership.  Likewise,  we must improve the average speed and signal priority 
on Tasman, to make BART plus light rail a competitive option from the East Bay. 
 

The board has plans to extend light rail further, both the Vasona extension, and the Capital 
extension.  I think those funds would be better used to grade separate light rail at Montague.  
Do ridership projections justify the Capital extension?  I am encouraged by the plan to reduce 
capital funding in order to have more money available for operations. 
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Speed on the bus routes can be improved with dedicated lanes, signal priority improvements, 
and jump lanes, particularly where routes cross county expressways. 
 

Finally, I hope you will reconsider the plan to raise fares.  Right now, those who work for big 
employers, like me, pay very little out of pocket, thanks to the commuter check program, while 
low income riders are more likely to pay full fare every time.  Raising fares will certainly bring in 
more VTA income, but will also reduce ridership further.  The goal for VTA should be to 
maximize ridership through fast and frequent service, and focus on ridership, not the farebox. 
 

This is a tough issue to work through.  Thank you for your service to our county. 
 

Robert Neff 
Palo Alto, CA 

 
From: Virginia Smedberg  

Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 1:19 AM 

To: VTA Board Secretary 

Cc: friends@friendsofcaltrain.com 

Subject: thoughts on VTA's projects - where to spend the $ you have 

 

Dear VTA Board,  

 

Living in Palo Alto I am at the north end of your service routes, but I do use 

them, and I keep hoping, when I have to drive, that more public transport in 

appropriate places and at appropriate times will lure more people off the 

crazily crowded highways. 

 

I am hoping you all will take a fresh look at all the options for spending the 

funds you have available, and particularly define those that are NOT currently 

sensible so they can be replaced by ones that do fit current needs and plans. 

 

Specifically, I ask that you review the transit and highway projects on the 

books and question spending on projects that no longer meet current and 

future needs - for example: 
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It seems silly (and wasteful financially) to build a BART station right next to the 

Caltrain station in Santa Clara - there must be a way to integrate those 2 

services. 

Putting a light rail extension through LOW density neighborhoods (the Vasona 

idea) won't generate enough riders to pay for itself. 

There is no longer a need to increase capacity on Montague Expwy, 

according to the City of San Jose's plans. 

 

I also urge you to work on, and accelerate, a set of projects that will make 

buses and light rail faster and more efficient, so we can get more passenger 

service for the money. 

 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Smedberg 

 

From: Don V  

Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 6:04 AM 

To: VTA Board Secretary 

Cc: friends@friendsofcaltrain.com 

Subject: Santa Clara County voter's two cents about VTA tight budget 

To whom it concerns: 

While I am a strong believer in public transit, I have never understood (or even heard) a rationale for 

extending BART from Diridon Station to Santa Clara.  Why should BART duplicate the Caltrain service 

there, especially when (am I wrong about this?) the ridership of that stretch of Caltrain is relatively light 

compared to that from Sunnyvale north.    

Nevertheless, I have been persuaded that side-by-side Caltrain and BART tracks and stations  have been 

smiled upon by the public transit powers that be.  "The experts must know best," I have told myself.  

But now I hear that because of a tight budget, VTA must reconsider some of its projects, including this 

one.  Therefore I speak out against it again.  What good reason is there for double train service between 

Santa Clara and Diridon?  Isn't there a greater need to improve first and last mile service through 

smarter and better buses?  I vote for putting our money into the bus system. 

Sincerely, 

Don Veith 
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From: Aboubacar Ndiaye 

Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 9:49 AM 

To: VTA Board Secretary 

Subject: Re: Item 5.5 Ad-Hoc Committee Report 

Hi,  

I am submitting the following letter in regard to Item 5.5 on tonight's agenda.  

Thank you,  

 

Aboubacar "Asn" Ndiaye 

Policy Manager, Housing and Transportation  

Working Partnerships USA 

asn@wpusa.org 
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Dear Members of the Board of Directors,  
 

We are submitting this letter to propose suggestions to enhance the Ad-Hoc Financial Stability 
Committee recommendations. This letter is meant to encourage the Board to set clear, defined 
timelines and goals for the agency’s policy recommendations. We also want to propose additions to the 
current proposal to strengthen the ability of the agency to tackle its long-term sustainability challenges. 
The recommendations are included in the table below:  

 
Policy  Description  Timeline/Implementation 
Restore service 
expansions as funding 
becomes available.  

If revenues come in significantly below above VTA 
estimates and expenses stay in line with projections, VTA 
should make provisions to restore the service levels from 
the original NEXT Network at 90/10 levels  

2020/2021 

Create a 15-year funding 
plan  

VTA should formulate a long term funding and 
sustainability plan that includes a schedule for ballot 
measures, legislative proposals, and business lines to 
diversify its funding sources Analyze legal and legislative 
of feasibility of following sources of revenue: property 
related funding measures and rideshare fees 

By end of 2019. 6-month 
(July 2019) progress 
report 

Identify specific service 
quality improvements 
that require capital 
funding  

Shifting capital funding to help improve efficiency and 
operations costs. Staff has identified that a primary cost 
driver is low efficiency within the system, estimating that 
a broad increase in service speeds for bus and light rail 
could save up to $30 million per year. We propose 
spending $30 million in capital funds to help make the 
changes that are necessary to achieve the efficiency 
improvements. 

Return to the Board by 
July 2019 with a list of 
system improvements 
that require capital funds 
to improve service.  

Identify ways to tie road 
and capital project 
funding to service 
improvements on major 
transportation corridors.  

Efforts to increase bus speeds through signal prioritization 
and lane dedication, building out at rapid bus systems 
have run into opposition from VTA’s constituent 
communities. We propose having VTA leverage its role as 
a congestion management agency to push these 
communities to accept changes to land use and road 
usage to help improve transit access and viability. 

Return with opportunities 
by May 2019  

Capturing value from 
business partnerships 
and development 
projects 

Using the model from local transportation fees, VTA 
should work with local cities to encourage or require 
Ecopass participation for new development as part of a 
transportation demand management strategy and as a 
means to reduce parking. 

Include within Land Use 
Policy by January board 
meeting.  

Conduct a top-to-bottom 
review of its contracting 
practices  

VTA should hire an outside auditor and management 
consultant to conduct a contracting practices and contract 
review specifically focused on long-term contracts, repeat 
contracts, and contract delays and failures.  

By end of 2019 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, December 7, 2018 11:57 AM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: VTA Information: 12/6/18 Board of Directors Regular Meeting - Additional Comments received 
pertaining to Board Agenda Item #5.5.X – Ad Hoc Financial Stability Committee Recommendations 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

Please see attached additional comments received pertaining to Agenda Item #5.5.X – Ad Hoc 

Financial Stability Committee Recommendations.  
 

Thank you. 
 
Office of the Board Secretary 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
3331 North First Street, Building B 
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 
Phone 408-321-5680 

 
 

 
 
Conserve paper. Think before you print. 
 

 
  



Additional comments pertaining to Agenda Item #5.5.X – Ad Hoc 

Financial Stability Committee Recommendations 
 

 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Jason Uhlenkott  
Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 3:54 PM 
To: VTA Board Secretary 
Cc: friends@friendsofcaltrain.com 
Subject: VTA Financial Stability 
 
Dear VTA Board Secretary, 
 
I'm writing in regard to the financial sustainability proposal currently before the board. 
 
I hope VTA will choose to prioritize reliable, time-competitive service to attract more riders.  Signal 
prioritization and all-door boarding are examples of projects that can help with this. 
 
I believe these projects are a better use of VTA's limited funds than some proposed capital-intensive 
projects such as a new Santa Clara BART station (which would duplicate Caltrain service), the Vasona 
Light Rail extension, or capacity increases on Montague Expressway.  I appreciate that each of those 
projects would benefit some people, but they would not generate as much ridership for their cost as 
other uses of the money. 
 
It is very important that we avoid the downward spiral in service that some cities have suffered, where 
slower, less reliable service causes less ridership, less revenue, and further degradation of the system.  
For this reason I believe making the core system as reliable and time-competitive as possible, especially 
on routes with the most potential ridership, should be the top priority. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jason Uhlenkott 
Sunnyvale, CA 
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From: Nicole Soultanov  

Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 3:55 PM 

To: VTA Board Secretary;  

Cc: Ratna Amin 

Subject: Support letter - Item 5.5.X Ad Hoc Financial Stability Committee Recommendations 

 

Dear Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority,  

 

SPUR is writing in support of VTA's Ad Hoc Financial Stability Committee's recommendations and 

providing additional areas of consideration.  

 

Please see the attached letter for our comments.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nicole Soultanov 

San Jose Project Manager 

SPUR • Ideas + Action for a Better City 

 

SPUR | Facebook | Twitter | Join | Get Newsletters 

 

Join our movement for a better city. 

Become a member of SPUR >> 
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December 6, 2018 
 
Board of Directors 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) 
3331 N. 1st Street 
San Jose, CA 95134 
 
Re: Item 5.5.X – Ad Hoc Financial Stability Committee Recommendations 
 
We appreciate the work VTA staff and the Ad-hoc Fiscal Stability Committee members, which SPUR was 
part of, have done to propose options that would enable VTA to balance its budget in the immediate years. 
 
Today, SPUR recommends VTA’s Board of Directors: 

(1) Adopt, with additions, the mitigation plan proposed. 
(2) Commit to exploring additional measures and actions to balance its budget, serve the 

population, and sustain its fiscal stability in the long run. 
 
(1) SPUR supports the proposed budget mitigation measures – referenced in the “Specific Action” of the 

committee memo. We ask VTA’s Board to consider the following additions: 
 

a. We recommend the agency develop and evaluate several scenarios for implementing Next 
Network with a ridership-to-coverage ratio of 90/10 with consideration of potential ridership 
and how each scenario will play in the long run. We believe increasing service hours will truly 
benefit the community when transit will be given the priority over cars with traffic signals and 
dedicated transit-only traffic lanes. SPUR strongly supported the Next Network process and results, 
because it was strategic and a collaborative process. As a first step towards its full implementation, 
focusing bus service on a reduced number of highly frequented routes –10% of the network for 90% 
of the ridership served – can improve the frequency and reliability of the service and attract more 
riders on board. 
 

b. We recommend the agency reconsider its fare policy. We support indexing fares. We suggest 
VTA also consider a more nuanced formula for calculating fares. For example, in Singapore, the fare 
adjustment formula - which is reexamined every five years - takes into account average wages, 
inflation, energy prices and operator earnings: public transportation operators are required to share 
part of their productivity gains (but not part of their productivity losses) with riders. 

 
Additionally, SPUR believes that fares should be reasonable and rational. The agency should 
consider the risks of increasing its fares price (decrease of ridership and transit competitiveness with 
other modes) without reviewing the entire structure of its fare policy. Possible steps to achieve good 
fare policy include moving toward a regional fare structure, reducing or eliminating transfer 
penalties, offering bulk discounts and improving the Clipper fare payment system. 
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c. We recommend the agency look at the future of its workforce. We support the implementation of 
a Voluntary Early Retirement Incentive as a short-term solution to reduce staff expenses. We also 
support the long-term examination of the contracting opportunities recommended as it could give the 
agency some flexibility. We don’t know exactly how technology and land-use will evolve, but VTA 
needs to be futureproof. Therefore, we urge the agency to look strategically at the future scenarios 
for its network in 5 years, 10 years and beyond with an eye to ensuring thriving services. As part of 
this, VTA should anticipate each scenarios’ implications on its workforce. 

 
While we support the short-term mitigation measures that are submitted to the Board’s approval, we think 
VTA must look at long-term strategies for a balanced budget, strong services and stable financial situation. 
 
(2) In addition to the committee’s recommended policy areas of discussion and further examination as put 

forth in the memo, we have the following proposals: 
 

a. VTA should develop a long-term Business Plan by May 2020. The plan would include a visioning 
process for future service levels and product types, the development of a business model, the 
development of strategies to improve operations and reduce their costs, a strategic plan for VTA’s 
network expansion (that considers costs, benefits and workforce implications), take a fresh look at 
VTA’s partnerships with other agencies (Caltrain, BART, etc.) and VTA’s planned capital projects, 
with the goal to deliver better value service to their shared customers and finally, explore new 
revenue sources. 
 

b. VTA should reevaluate the long term benefits of its existing capital projects. Many of the 
agency’s capital expansion projects have been planned years ago (bus, rail, highway, etc.) but VTA 
should not build and thus, commit to operate, projects that don’t have much long term value 
anymore. Therefore, the agency must answer: Is the project replicating (an) existing regional transit 
service(s)? Does the technology still make sense? Can lower investments provide the same benefits? 
Is the project set for success under future conditions (increasing traffic, growing population, etc.)? 
Etc. 

 
c. VTA should explore policies that gives the agency some land use authority. The spread-out San 

Jose land use pattern is not well-suited for transportation modes other than the car. Pursuing Joint 
Development opportunities around VTA’s service nodes is one way to target development at the 
right place but it is not enough since it only applies to VTA’s owned land. VTA needs to be a 
stronger voice in allowing the right uses and density to be developed around its network, beyond its 
own parcels. 

 
We looking forward to working to ensure successful public transportation in Santa Clara County. Please do 
not hesitate to reach out to Nicole Soultanov, nsoultanov@spur.org, with any questions or concerns. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ratna Amin 
SPUR Transportation Policy Director 

 

Nicole Soultanov 
SPUR San Jose Project Manager
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, December 7, 2018 2:24 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: December 7, 2018 Media Clips 
 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for Friday, December 7, 2018 

1. VTA’s $25 million deficit could lead to service cuts, buyouts and higher fares (Mercury 

News/Mass Transit Magazine/East Bay Times) 

2. VTA Considers Service Cuts, Fare Hikes, Employee Buyouts to Cope with Budget 

Shortfall (San Jose Inside) 

3. Caltrain ups its electric train order by a third (Business Journal) 

4. The head of LA public transit just outlined a plan to make buses and trains free for 

everyone by 2028 — but most people are going to hate it (Business Insider) 

VTA’s $25 million deficit could lead to service cuts, buyouts and higher fares 

(Mercury News/Mass Transit Magazine/East Bay Times) 

Dire times are again smacking the Valley Transportation Authority’s bottom line, leading to an 

operating deficit of $25 million a year and likely to lead to painful cuts in bus service, offering 

voluntary buyouts to workers nearing retirement and tying some future fare hikes to inflation. 

The VTA board met Thursday night to consider several options to curb the financial bleeding 

over the next year after staff recommendations followed several months of audit committee 

meetings. 

The agency knows the ledger is bleak and has been issuing warnings for more than a year. Over 

the last six years, operating expenses have grown twice as fast as revenues. Sales taxes account 

for roughly 80 percent of VTA’s income, but the rate of growth has slowed while expenses 

continue to increase. 

This has led to dipping into its capital reserves, which are down to $5 million from $49.5 million 

18 months ago. And with BART coming to San Jose late next year, costs for the 10-mile 

extension from Fremont to Berryessa will require more bus service and covering the financial 

needs of the BART link. 

The biggest chunk of savings will come from reductions in service — $15 million a year. Another 

$2 million will come in the form of higher fares adjusted for inflation and $1 million in voluntary 

buyouts. Other savings will come from delaying some projects. 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/12/07/vtas-25-million-deficit-could-lead-to-service-cuts-buyouts-and-higher-fares/


“The committee came up with substantive recommendations that should help stem the tide as 

the board and staff continue to work on a long-term plan,” said Santa Clara County Supervisor 

Cindy Chavez, who will chair the board next year. 

This isn’t the first cash crisis to hit the VTA. During the Great Recession in 2008, layoffs, fare 

hikes and service cuts were deep. Ridership on buses and light-rail trains dropped a staggering 

23 percent from 2001 to 2016, forcing the VTA to consider its biggest shakeup ever in service. 

Tough, unpopular decisions loom if the VTA hopes to attract new passengers, get them to their 

destinations and improve its dismal 10 percent farebox return, which is the worst in the nation 

among similar agencies. 

At the crux: Is the board willing to cut sparsely used, unprofitable routes that carry a handful of 

passengers — many of whom have no other means of transportation? 

At the time, VTA General Manager Nuria Fernandez said “this is going to take quite a bit of 

courage. Ridership continues to decrease. Our farebox is not getting any better. Clearly, we are 

going to have to make a choice to take a chance, or nothing will ever change.” 

About 30 percent of VTA bus service is geared to covering areas where bus rides are vital to the 

very few riders those lines carry. A report by consultant Jarrett Walker and Associates said if 

that was lowered to 10 percent, and money was redirected to the most heavily used routes, 

ridership and fare revenues would likely increase. 

Problems for the VTA have been mounting as the local population swells. The fastest-growing 

county in the state, Santa Clara County is projected to surpass 2 million residents by 2030. Total 

VTA boardings have declined substantially from a high in 2001 of more than 57 million annual 

passenger trips to 44.1 million trips in 2016. 

But voters approved new taxes to offset BART operating fees and to boost transit operations. 

The VTA included a 10.3 percent increase in bus and light rail hours over the past two years. 

This represented the culmination of an 18-month process undertaken to completely redesign 

the transit network and increase ridership and improve cost-effectiveness. 

This redesign, known as Next Network, resulted in the development of a more extensive 

frequent core network serving the most heavily used routes through downtown and East San 

Jose, but reducing buses to outlying areas where few riders board. 

With this latest deficit, almost everything will be analyzed from paratransit operations to 

potential revenues from state gas tax funds to future regional tax funds to payments for 

Caltrain and cutting back on planned projects. 

If these work, they could “effectively address the structural deficit and long-term financial 

stability,” according to VTA’s fiscal resources manager Carol Lawson in a memo to its 12-

member board. 



This process would take about six months to complete. The board is expected to consider the 

plan in January, take it to the public and then vote on it in May with changes to begin next fall 

when BART opens in the South Bay. 

Back to Top 

VTA Considers Service Cuts, Fare Hikes, Employee Buyouts to Cope with Budget 

Shortfall (San Jose Inside) 

The South Bay’s biggest public transit agency is bracing for employee buyouts, fare hikes and 

reduced bus service to cope with a $46 million deficit in the next two years. 

At a board meeting Thursday, the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) approved a 

number of recommendations to address the shortfall in the coming year. 

Taxes, which account for some 80 percent of the VTA’s income, have been going up in recent 

years thanks to a series of ballot measures, but it’s not enough to cover the agency’s 

burgeoning expenses. 

Operating costs have doubled the pace of revenues for the past six years, according to staff 

reports. As a result, the VTA has tapped into its capital reserves, draining them from $50 million 

to $5 million in the span of 18 months. 

The situation is unlikely to improve. BART’s arrival in downtown San Jose at the end of next 

year will require additional bus service and other costs associated with the 10-mile train 

extension from Fremont. 

The 12-member board considered a plan that would save $15 million a year by cutting service 

and generating an additional $2 million a year by raising fares at the rate of inflation. Another 

$1 million would be saved through voluntary buyouts. 

Click here to read an overview of the cost-cutting plan. 

Back to Top 

Caltrain ups its electric train order by a third (Business Journal) 

Caltrain won’t begin electric train service for three more years, but already it’s buying 

additional trains. 

The railroad’s board voted unanimously Thursday to add 37 rail cars to its original order of 96 

cars, to be assembled by the Swiss company Stadler at its Salt Lake City plant. 

Ordering the additional cars before the end of this year means that Caltrain will get the same 

price as its original train order in 2017. The new order will run $203 million on top of the 

original $551 million for 96 cars. 

All but $39 million is state money that comes from California’s cap-and-trade market and 

provided through a state transportation agency. 

http://www.sanjoseinside.com/2018/12/07/vta-considers-service-cuts-fare-hikes-employee-buyouts-to-cope-with-massive-budget-shortfall/
http://www.sanjoseinside.com/2018/12/07/vta-considers-service-cuts-fare-hikes-employee-buyouts-to-cope-with-massive-budget-shortfall/
https://www.sanjoseinside.com/tag/valleytransportationauthority/
http://www.vta.org/News-and-Media/Connect-with-VTA/VTA-Board-Approves-Ad-Hoc-Financial-Stability-Recommendations#.XAq6ShNKhmA
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/12/07/caltrain-electric-train-cars-stadler-order.html?ana=e_ph_prem&u=0lJoU9RVFc8H9N22bgu3YA02a17d6b&t=1544202160&j=85413501


“The big issue is we will be able to increase the capacity per train set because, obviously, if 

there's another car, I can fit all that many more people in there,” Caltrain spokesman Dan 

Lieberman said. 

The system, which carries 65,000 passengers a day, expects to carry four times as many in 

2040. 

The additional cars will permit arranging the fleet into 19 seven-car trainsets, each with a 

capacity of about 667 passengers, instead of the 16 six-car trainsets originally planned. 

The trains are called EMUs, short for “electric multiple units,” because most cars in a train will 

be individually powered by their own electric motors. There are three types of cars in each 

train: a powered car at each end with a cab and controls for the engineer as well as passenger 

seating, powered passenger cars and unpowered passenger cars with bicycle storage capacity. 

Lieberman said the railroad carries about 6,000 bike riders a day, more than any other rail 

system in the United States. Caltrain plans a public engagement project next year to determine 

the seating and bike rack configuration within cars that will carry bikes. 

Caltrain's top 10 stations for bicycle boardings 

Caltrain carries more than 5,000 daily bicyclists who combine biking and riding the train as their 

daily commute. Here are the 10 stations that draw the most cyclists. 

Caltrain is in the midst of a $1.9 billion project begun in summer 2017 to electrify the railroad 

from San Francisco to San Jose’s Tamien station with overhead wires called catenary. Wiring 

the interior of the four tunnels at the San Francisco end of the line has caused weekend service 

to be truncated at the Bayshore station, near the former site of Candlestick Park, through late 

spring 2019. Buses provide the final link to the King Street station. 

The advantages of electric trains are that they don’t emit exhaust gases, are cheaper to operate 

and maintain, and can accelerate and brake faster than diesel trains. While they are capable of 

125-mile-per-hour speeds, Caltrain plans to maintain its current 79-mile-per-hour speed limit, 

although travel times on electric trains will be shortened because of their better acceleration 

and braking performance. 

The first electric trains are scheduled to be delivered in about a year with passenger service 

between S.F. and Tamien beginning in early 2022. When that happens, about 75 percent of 

Caltrain service will be on electric trains, according to current plans. 

Trains that originate or terminate in Gilroy will continue to be diesel powered because the track 

between Tamien and Gilroy is owned by the Union Pacific Railroad, which does not allow 

catenary over its tracks. Gilroy trains will continue to run all the way to San Francisco, meaning 

passengers won’t have to transfer to electric trains to complete their trips. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Dan%20Lieberman
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Dan%20Lieberman


However, under the California High-Speed Rail Authority’s new business plan, that system may 

build separate electrified tracks parallel to Union Pacific that it would share with Caltrain as far 

south as Gilroy. 

The modifications high-speed rail would make between Gilroy and San Francisco would allow 

both railroads to operate electric trains at 110 miles per hour. 

The head of LA public transit just outlined a plan to make buses and trains free 

for everyone by 2028 — but most people are going to hate it (Business Insider) 

Congestion pricing is quickly gaining popularity throughout the United States. 

On Thursday, the head of Los Angeles' Metro system also voiced his support for the tolls. 

"We think that with congestion pricing done right, we can be the only city in the world to offer 

free transit service in time for the 2028 Olympics," Metro CEO Phil Washington said at a board 

meeting,   

LA Metro CEO Phil Washington makes the case for #congestionpricing to make 

@MetroLosAngeles 

By charging drivers to enter designated districts, often only during peak hours, many cities have 

found new sources of revenue while at the same time helping to ease congestion and persuade 

people to take public transit. 

London is perhaps the most well-known test-case for the charge, which it implemented in 2003. 

In the ten years following its rollout, the British capital saw a 10% drop in total traffic volume 

within the zone while generating 1.2 billion GBP for the region's transportation agency. 

Of course, not everyone will be a fan of congestion pricing, especially those who are forced to 

drive because they either live or work in an area not served by public transport, or work a 

schedule that doesn't align with bus or train schedules. 

Politically, it's not clear if the congestion pricing would be viable, and there are plenty of 

legislative steps between the idea and the charge becoming reality. 

Congestion pricing has also been gaining popularity in New York, where newly installed transit 

president Andy Byford and hoards of other supporters agree it could add badly needed 

revenues to the city's cash-strapped transit agency. 

"Congestion pricing is a key element of funding fast forward," Byford told reporters Thursday of 

the program to modernize the New York City Subway's crumbling infrastructure. "There need to 

be a number of funding sources. The key message from the MTA is that we need reliable, 

predictable, affordable and sustainable sources of revenue so that we can invest in the system 

we all want." 

To that end, some New York officials have also mulled legalizing and taxing marijuana in order 

to provide yet another revenue stream for transit. 

https://www.businessinsider.com/la-congestion-charge-could-make-public-transportation-free-2018-12
https://www.businessinsider.com/la-congestion-charge-could-make-public-transportation-free-2018-12
https://twitter.com/hashtag/congestionpricing?src=hash
https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/roads/cc-changes-march-2014/user_uploads/cc-impact-assessment.pdf
https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/roads/cc-changes-march-2014/user_uploads/cc-impact-assessment.pdf
https://www.businessinsider.com/ap-congestion-pricing-driving-in-manhattan-could-cost-1152-2018-1
http://fixnyctransit.org/supporters/
https://twitter.com/isabellesilverm/status/1070706513025601536


Until then, all eyes will be on Los Angeles as it seeks to shore up its transit system ahead of the 

2028 Olympics. 

Back to Top 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, December 7, 2018 2:33 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors; VTA Advisory Committee Members 
Subject: VTA December 2018 Take-One is now available 
 

VTA Board of Directors and VTA Advisory Committee Members: 

 

The December 2018 Take-One is now available.  Please click on the link below: 

 

http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/Take%20One_Final.pdf 

 

Thank you. 

 

Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 
 

 
 

 

 
Conserve paper. Think before you print.  
 

http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/Take%20One_Final.pdf
mailto:board.secretary@vta.org


From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, December 7, 2018 3:07 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: VTA Correspondence: Information Regarding VTA Access Paratransit 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

We are forwarding you the following:  

 

 
 
Thank you. 

 
Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 
 

 
 

 

 
Conserve paper. Think before you print.  
 

From Topic 

VTA  Information Regarding VTA Access Paratransit 

mailto:board.secretary@vta.org


What is Paratransit Services? VTA ACCESS is a shared ride, on 

demand, public transportat ion service. We are complementary 

parat ransit service which means we operate similar to bus and light 

rail. Our service is avai lable during t he same t ime and area as bus 

and light rai l. You can expect multiple pick-ups and drop-offs along 

your route just like you would expect on bus and light ra il. Keep in 

mind, we are unable to provide ACCESS customers ·w it h exclusive 

trips, direct t rips, or designate specific veh icle types. 

Day of your Paratransit Trip. Trip pick-ups occur within a 30-

minute pick-up window, and a paratransit vehicle may arrive any 
time during the 30-minute window. When the vehicle arrives, the 
driver can assist you between the exterior/lobby door and the 
vehicle (as long as the driver does not lose sight of the vehicle), offer 
an arm for stability, deploy the vehicle's ramp or lift, and is 
responsible for using the proper devices to make sure all riders are 
safe and secure. Should you need additional assistance, please plan 
to travel with a Personal Care Attendant (PCA). 

Drivers will only wait five minutes (from the time the vehicle arrives, 
or from your negotiated pickup time, whichever occurs later) for you 
to appear before leaving. You must be waiting in a location where 
you can tell if the vehicle has arrived. We are an exterior door to 
exterior door service, and drivers are unable to enter a residence or 
build ing to look for a passenger. However drivers may occasionally 
go through a lobby or entrance to look for a customer, but this is not 
a practice we enforce or encourage from our drivers. In order to 
avoid no shows, please be waiting outside at the scheduled pick-up 
location. 

Missed your Trip? If you miss a scheduled trip, we may place a 

Valley 
Transportation 

Authority 

Solutions that move you 

Fall2018 

ACCESS 
Important Notice 

Dear _________ _ _ 

Your ACCESS Vehicle arrived at ____ _ 
a.m./p.m. for your scheduled ride with the pickup 
window of to -::-:--:-:-----,-::
You were not found or you cancelled your trip at the 
door and a No Show has been recorded for this trip. 

Please reference the VTA ACCESS Rider's Guide 
about our cancellation practices, five (5) minute wait 
practice, and No Show/ Cancel at Door Policy. 

Trip cancellations should be made at least two hours 
before the start of the pickup window. 

To cancel a trip please use the Automated Telephone 
System or speak to a reservationists at (408) 321-
2380. 

Please Note 
Paratransit services is supported by tax funds, and 
no show trips have significant financial costs to 
our program. No Shows also impacts paratransit 
route efficiency, and quality of service. 

If you have any questions or believe this No Show 
was recorded in error, please contact us at 
(408) 321-2380. 

notice on your door. The notice indicates your name, vehicle arrival time, and scheduled pick-up window. Please 
note excessive no· shows and late cancels can result in suspension of service. For more information, please refer 
to the No Show Policy in our Rider's Guide online at www.vta.org/paratransit. 

We appreciate our customers' continued patience and cooperation adjusting. to the 
enforcement of ADA compliant program policies of VTA ACCESS. 
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Technology Update! Over t he last year, VTA has di ligently worked on long 

term so lutions to enhance ACCESS Pa ratransit services by offering customers 

tools to se lf-manage paratra nsit trips. 

. . ......... -

-- --I"' 

MyACCESS On line launched August 1, 2018, allowing customers to easi ly login to 
the ir accounts by v isiting https://myaccess.vta.org. Customers are welcome to 
ca ll our mainline at {408) 321-2380 to request their passwords from an ACCESS 
Representative or send us an emai l at paratransit@vta.org w ith your name and 
client ID. For more information, we encourage customers to visit 
vta.org/paratransit to view the MyACCESS Online Overview video and f requently 
asked questions. 

For those who prefer to call in, we have updated the Automated Te lephone 
Syst em {ATS) . ATS enables cust omers, caregivers, and service providers to 
request, book, confirm or cancel t ri ps w ithout the need to speak wit h an ACCESS 
representative. You can use the ATS to check on your trip's estimated t ime of 
arrival and cancel trips up to two hours before your scheduled pick up window. 
Get started by ca lli ng us at {408) 321-2380, press zero {0) to speak to an ACCESS 
Representative and ask to save your frequently trave led addresses. Sti ll have 
questions? Please refe r to our ATS Guide at www.vta.org/paratransit/ats. 

What's on the Horizon? We are currently in t he process of developing 

MyACCESS Onli ne Payments and expect to launch t his new feature by t he end of 
yea r. 

~··~~~·_- ......... ,.~·"";l~~~~·~~~~ --- --_ - ~ - ~.,.. -~-r._---::-... !·r..-- ·~•':-- -----.:"_ - ---'"·1;, '"-r..--·~ . -. ·~· 

ACCESS- Mainlin~: {408) 321-2380. ,· · -_ · We ~relocated at: 

A alley 
Transportation 

Authority 

Solutions that move you 

Fall 2018 

VTA & Paratransit 
Service Change 
Effective Monday, 
October 8, 2018, we 
implemented a service 
reduction of Line 181 & 
180 in the M ilpitas and 
Warm Springs Fremont 
area impacting 
paratransit service area 
and t imes. 

If you have questions 
or concerns about an 
upcoming paratransit 
t rip to the Milpitas or 
Warm Springs Fremont 
area, please contact 
our mainline at (408) 
321-2380 and speak to 
a reservationist. 

These newsletters are 
issued based on program 
updates and published on
line at 
www.vta.org/paratransit. 

ACCESS Eligibi-lity Dept: (408) 321-i381 3331 North First Street 
VTA:Custome·r S~~ice: {408) 321-2300 . San Jose, CA 9513.4 

VA 
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Automated Telephone 
System 
• Schedule new trips 

• Confirm trips & estimated time of arrival 

• Cancel trips 

• Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

To begin booking trips speak to an ACCESS 
Reservationist and ask to add frequently 
traveled locations to your client profile. 

ACCESS 

MyACCESS Online 
o Schedule new·trips 

o Confirm trips & estimated time of arrival 

~ Cancel trips 

• Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

e Visit myaccess.vta.org 

To learn more about MyACCESS Online v.isit 
www.vta.org/paratransit or speak to an 

ACCESS Reservationist. ~ ACCESS 




